In recognition of their outstanding scholarly achievement, the Dean and Faculty of the Kimmel School wish to congratulate the following students who have been placed on the Dean’s list. This is a significant accomplishment in the academic life of a student.

To qualify for the Dean’s List, a student must achieve at least a 3.5 grade-point average out of a possible 4.0 on a regular semester’s work.

We congratulate these student-scholars on achieving this academic distinction.

**Freshman**
- Jonathan David Adkins
- Mahdi Mohammed S Al Numays
- James Dillon Bray
- Ryan Matthew Creuzberger
- Charles David Detweiler
- John Austin Hobson
- Christopher Scott Hoffman
- Christopher Andrew Holly
- Tai Nguyen Huynh
- Larry Ben Ledford III
- Robert Grider Mason II
- Jacob Tyler Massie
- Austin Tyler McPherson
- Jacob Tyler Palmer
- Michelle Jocelyn Pozos
- Matthew J Savarda
- Dylan L Shook
- Jacob Aaron Spurling
- Kanishka Harshad Weerakkody

**Sophomore**
- Donavan Tyler Arrendale
- Cameron Garrett Baldwin
- Milton James Canupp
- David Matthew Carr
- Reed Will Carver
- Wesley Blake Hawn
- Travis B Lambeth
- Garrett Keith Lewis
- Jeffery Wayne Lucas
- Jordan Michael Schwartz
- Mohammed Khalid Shutyfi
- Philip Tyler Styles
- Daniel Clayton Wallace
- Ian Robert Williams
- Aaron W Young

**Junior**
- Isaias Medina Acevedo
- Edward Blake Anderson
- David G Hartman
- William Lee Kimsey
- Michael Taylor King
- Carson Sutton Kramer
- Lee Clark Sechrest
- Jordan Robert Tallent
- William Anderson Todd
- Ethan Kyle Ward

**Senior**
- Blake Andrew Barker
- Nolan Ryan Berger
- Sean Michael Blake
- Dane Christian Copple
- Michael Alexander Dillard
- Carl Cole Drawdy IV
- Ezra Irie Eckerman
- Hillary Brooke Fearrington
- Lyndsey M Gentry
- Joseph H Gramley
- Brandt Daniel Hale
- Taylor Morris Hall
- Alex Robert Hamilton
- Evan Franklin Hanner
- Justin Blane Hess
- James Jared Holtvedt
- Nathaniel L Huff
- Matthew Ryan Ingram
- Joseph Christopher Korac
- Brian Michael Lenau
- Jason Daniel Massey
- Christopher L Matthews
- Edward Albert Matthews

**Brandon Tyler Meachum**
- Daniel Robert Moeller
- Charles Eugene Moss III
- Brittany N Phillips
- Robert William Sherman Rice
- Patrick Allen Schneider
- Adam Michael Shaw
- Jeremy Ryan Sluder
- Jerry Irvin Smith
- Benjamin B Stewart
- Nathan Tyler Thomas
- Ronald William Thomas
- James Micheal Trybuskiewicz Jr
- Richard Harry Yang
- Theodore Herbert Waltz
- Jonathan M Williams
- Melissa Anne Williams